Taste, Tour & Treats
Monday, October 29, 2018
Only 44 Seats Are Available

Features:
Join us for a Brand New Tour in the much overlooked area of the Finger
Lakes, “The West Side”. When thinking of the Finger Lakes, most people
forget about Conesus, Hemlock, Canadice and Honeoye Lakes. This
region boasts many hidden gems and today we will explore, taste and
interact with the local businesses calling the West side home.
The first stop of the day is at East Hill Creamery in the quaint town of Perry.
Experience a Guided Tour by owner Gary Burley as he explains the history
of the Burley Family dairy, why they decided to start making cheese, the
beginnings of the creamery, all about the cheese making process, and anything
else you would want to know! Did we mention that cheese samples will be
included in the tour?











Motorcoach Transportation
East Hill Creamery
Deer Run Winery
Lunch Catered By Red Osier
OSB Ciderworks
Noble Shepherd Brewery
Wizard Of Clay
Oliver’s Candies
All Applicable Taxes and
Drivers Tip

Next, travel to Conesus Lake where you will visit Deer Run Winery and enjoy a
wonderful Buffet Lunch catered by the Landmark Red Osier Restaurant. Lunch
includes: Sliced roast beef au jus, slider rolls, macaroni salad & field green
salad. A Vegan or Vegetarian Meal is available if requested upon signup.
Enjoy lunch while Sampling (6) Wines, one of which will be paired with a
cookie made by the Finger Lakes Cookie Company. Also included is a Guided
Tour of the Vineyard & Tank Room.
Just a short drive away from Deer Run is OSB Ciderworks. Back in the day, the
current owner’s father and late uncle hid their homemade hard cider from their
Aunt Bobby in stumps. The phrase "let's go blow up some stumps" became code
for backyard swilling because the cider was so strong it could blow up stumps.
Take a Guided Tour with the cider maker and Sample (6) NY Hard Ciders.
Now it’s time to relax and enjoy a ride to the North East side of Honeoye Lake
where you will visit Noble Shepherd Brewery & Wizard Of Clay. After being
divided into two smaller groups, one group will be able to watch a Pottery
Demonstration by the owner of Wizar d of Clay and ask questions. Time
will be made to shop the unique hand-made pottery items. The other group will
enjoy a Sampling of (4) Craft Beers inside Noble Shepherd Craft Brewery.
The groups will then switch so everyone will experience each unique property.

Friday, August 3
Members
Friday, August 17
Non-Members

Price Per Person:
$85.00

As we depart for home, a stop will be made in Batavia at Tim Horton’s & Wendy’s, which are located next to each
other, for a pay on your own meal stop. Don’t buy dessert because the next stop will be a sweet conclusion to
the trip.
Upon arrival at Oliver’s Candies, you will be greeted and given a Single Scoop Of Ice Cream AND a Free Sucker
before departing.
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